It is shown that the stepped QHE curve which represents the relation between Hall potential A H and the gate potential A G can be described by the uncertainty relation ∆A H · ∆A G ≥h B e which is related with the canonical flux quantization.
It is known that the classical Coulomb potential is determined by its 1 r behaviour which is represented by the 1 r curve. Now, if one investigates the stepped QHE curve [1] which represents the measured Hall potential A H with respect to the gate potential A G , then one finds out that also this curve represents the quantum behaviour of the Hall potential with respect to some distance or length. The reason is that the gate potential can be considered here as given by A G = B · r where B is a constant magnetic field.
Thus, here also the QHE curve can be considered as a relation between the quantized Hall potential and the length r.
Recall further that if one planes the same stepped QHE curve, so that all plateau regions become smooth, then this smooth curve takes the shape of a classical Coulomb potential A r = 1 r . Thus, in view of the fact that the plateaus manifest the quantum character of Hall potential, then their planing which results
in the classical potential curve should be considered as the transition to the classical limit, i. e. to the classical Coulomb potential. In other words, the stepped QHE curve should be considered as if it describes the quantum behaviour of the measured quantized Hall potential with respect to a finite distance like ∆x which is related with some measures of plateaus [2] .
For this purpose, i. e. the description of QH behaviour of Hall potential which is a two dimensional quantum effect, we use some recent results from the canonical flux quantization which is also a quantum model for two dimensional electromagnetic field:
Recently, it was shown that the canonical flux quantization S Therefore, in view of the well known relation between commutator postulate and uncertainty relation in quantum theory, such a coanonical quantization will require also the existence of an uncertainty relation: Recall also that the commutator in the cyclotron motion can be rewritten as eB[x m ,x n ] = −ihǫ mn which is the quantization commutator postulate that manifests the canonical flux quantization: We will show that the mentioned QHE curve is described, at least in its schematic stepped form [7] , by the "uncertainty equations" ∆A m =h e∆x m or eB∆x m · ∆x n =h|ǫ mn | with (∆x m ) (minimum) = l B , which are special cases of the discussed uncertainty relations. Thus, the actual stepped QHE curve [1] should be described by the uncertainty relation ∆A m ≥h e∆x m .
First let us mention that the introduced uncertainty equation e∆A m ·l B = eB ·l In other words, we will show that in the same manner that the curve Furthermore, from the simple algebra we know that the coordinates of any point p on the curve A x = 1 x fulfil the relation (A x ) p · (x) p = 1. Hence, the coordinates of any corner point P on the quantum "curve" ∆A x =h e∆x should fulfil just the relation (∆A x ) P · (∆x) P =h e , where ∆A x and ∆x are the finite variation of point P in both directions on this curve parallel to the A x -and x axis (see fig. 1 ) [8] .
Moreover, the schematic areas of cells between the curves ∆A x =h e∆x and A x = 1 x are about the half of product ∆A x · ∆x, i. e.h e (see fig. 1 ) [8] . Therefore, in the classical limit, where ∆A x · ∆x =h e → 0 the curve ∆A x =h e∆x approaches to the curve A x = 1 x . We will show that the same relations is fulfilled, at least, for the schematic QHE curve.
To see the relation between the curve ∆A x =h e∆x and the schematic QHE curve [7] recall that on the Hereby, the potential uncertainties ∆A H and ∆A G should be considered as the heigth and length of steps on the QHE curve, i. e. they should represent the height between two subsequent plateaus and the width of plateaus.
Hence, for every corner point P on the schematic QHE curve, following relations will hold:
.
In other words, these equations between different but related quantities describe the same schematic QHE curve. This is in accord with the fact that the QHE can be represented by similar curves, e. g. as
Moreover, although an exact agreement will exists only between the uncertainty equation and the schematic QHE curve for an ideal QHE [10] , where for example the electronic current flows in a ∆x = l B distance from the edge of sample. However, as it is mentioned above, one should obtain a good agreement between the uncertainty relation ∆A H · ∆A G ≥h B e and the actual QHE curve [1] . Hence also the curve
, which is the same curve as ∆A H =h e∆x H , approximates the ("classical")
curve (see fig. 1 ).
For the case (∆A H · ∆A G ) → 0, which is achived forh → 0 or even for B → 0 (the classical state), the stepped QHE curve approches the continuous
The conclussion is that the canonical flux quantization Φ = e A H dx H = N h on the QH sample, which is described also by the commutator postulate e[Â H ,x H ] = −ih or by the uncertainty relation e∆A H · ∆x H ≥h, should describe also the QHE as the quantum behaviour of Hall potential with respect to the gate potential in the following way:
In view of the fact that for any point P on the actual stepped curve [1] one of the correlated uncertainty
the mentioned QHE curve should be described by the following uncertainty relations:
Thus, in view of ∆A G = B · ∆x H the same curve should be described also by the uncertainty relations:
or ∆A H =h e ∆xH P P P q are known to be P m and x m , one is able to determine the phase space variables of the compared system directly.
Of course one can use, equivalently, the Lagrangian method P m = ∂L ∂ẋ m to determine the canonical conjugate momentum variable of x m .
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